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Abstract
This study aims to investigate types, functions, and correlation of the first-person pronouns (FPPs) in tourism research articles (RAs). The use of FPPs (I, we) in tourism RAs was increasingly used to indicate the authorial identity. To pursue the aim of this study, qualitative method was used together with diachronic corpus linguistics approach. Data used in this study then were collected from five open access journals published by Elsevier. In total, there were 80 tourism RAs selected from the year 2015 to 2020 classified into five corpora. AntConc software then was applied to retrieve the FPPs from the corpora. The results of this study showed that the FPPs, I and we, were
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constructed as six types of authorial identity ranging from the least to the strongest authoritative identity in the past five years. The authorial identity constructed was also known to have three main functions, namely for the authors of tourism RAs, tourism as an academic discipline, and the readers of tourism RAs. Besides, this study also revealed that the use of the FPPs increased in each year with the correlation value of 0.87.
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**INTRODUCTION**
Writing or not writing the first-person pronouns (FPPs) such as *I* and *we* as self-reference in writing research articles (RAs) was often perplexing for inexperience and even advanced authors (Hyland 2001, 208). Given the formal, rigid, and impersonal nature of academic writing (Hyland & Jiang 2017, 41), it would be problematic for the author if they attempted to use the FPPs. Moreover, the research conducted by Biber & Finegan (1989), Chang & Swales (2014), Hyland & Jiang (2017) revealed that the researchers had perpetual concern on the occurrence of the FPPs as one of the informal elements in writing RAs. Their research suggested that the FPPs were one of the common informal features along with other colloquial aspects such as inexact anaphoric pronouns, the second-person pronouns, splitting the infinitives, starting the sentence with conjunctions and conjunctive adverbs, ending the sentence with prepositions, using listing expressions, run-on sentences, sentence fragments, using contractions, direct question, and exclamation. Consequently, the authors who employed the FPPs as self-reference in RAs were risked of informal tones that could lead to subjectivity, vagueness, and openness to the readers.

Although the FPPs were unwelcomed in RAs, the situation could be completely different among various academic writing cultures. For example, Myers (2001, 64) quoted in Hewings (2001) asserted that the authors in humanities and social science in British were obliged to write personal arguments in their academic papers, otherwise, they would get low marks. Therefore, the use of FPPs was inevitable. Furthermore, Paltridge & Starfield (2007, 13) argued that FPPs played an essential role as the key to construct an authorial identity. Nevertheless, it would be difficult for the second-language authors that were often required to avoid it. Wallwork (2011, 115-16) explained that in writing academic papers, FPP *we* was legitimised in the research method section to established the authors’ contribution to the research. Nevertheless, the authors could not use the FPP for merely showing the thinking processes. Besides, Swales & Feak (2012, 12) asserted that the FPPs were widely employed in single and co-authored RAs to construct authorial identity especially in a hard science such as engineering. Nevertheless, some authors were remaining reluctant to use it. Subsequently, the FPPs could be employed by the authors of RAs for at least three purposes such as to give personal arguments, to mention the steps conducted in the RAs, and to construct authorial identity.

Tang and John (1999, 27-29) divided the authorial identity in RAs into six types that classified from the least authoritative to the most authoritative identity. The six types of authorial identity were identified as the representative, the guide, the architect, the recounter, the opinion holder, and the originator. The representative was the least authoritative identity. The authors acted as a member of a larger community that shared a similar background of knowledge. The guide was a stronger identity than the representative. The authors became the informers to their readers. Above the guide, there was the architect. The authors mentioned that they were the ones who conducted the steps in RAs. The recounter was stronger than the architect. The authors retold how the steps had been accomplished in RAs. Then, there was the opinion holder. The author
mentioned their perspectives regarding existing information or knowledge. The last and the most authoritative identity in the hierarchy was the originator. The author claimed as the inventor of knowledge and idea.

The extensive amount of research on the use of the FPPs as authorial identity had been conducted in the previous years. Hyland (2001, 214) researched the occurrence of the FPPs in hard science and soft science. The data in this research were Physics, Biology, Electronic Engineering, Mechanical Engineering RAs to represent hard science and Marketing, Philosophy, Applied Linguistics, Sociology RAs to represent soft science. The research found that the FPPs were the authors’ indication of self-confidence, knowledge, self-importance, representation of their disciplinary, authorisations and trustworthiness, and academic closeness with their readers. McCrostie (2008, 104-106) identified the occurrence of the FPPs in argumentative writing essays written by Japanese first-year university students who majoring English. The research revealed that they were overly used as an interpersonal device. Nevertheless, the statistics were dropped in the following semester as the students gained more experience in academic writing. Zareva (2013, 78-81) discovered there were five out of six types of authorial identity employed by the students who took the master’s degree of Applied Linguistics with TESOL concentration. The types of authorial identity were the guide, the architect, the recounts, the opinion holder, and the originator. It was also explained that the FPPs appeared both in spoken and written academic genres. The types of authorial identity were consciously constructed in writing and less consciously in spoken.

Leedham & Fernandez-Parra (2017, 71-73) obtained the data from a merit corpus called The British Academic Written English (BAWE). The research had signified that the FPP I was employed excessively rather than the FPP I among the Chinese and Greek undergraduate and master students majoring in Engineering in the UK. Unlikely, the UK students, with the same degree and major, were preferred to employ more of the FPP I. The FPP I served as the representative and the guide and the FPP I served more as the reflector. The functions of these types of authorial identity were preparing for professional practices and developing research skills. Taylor & Goodall (2019, 141) investigated the FPP I. The research found that the FPP I served as numerous rhetorical functions in Business students’ academic writing in various genres. The rhetorical functions of the FPP I were recognising support and gratitude, stating one’s self and actions, recounting purposes and decisions, stating the aims of writing, explaining the method, explaining the argument, proposing suggestions and recommendations, and quotations. Cheng (2020, 9-10) collected the data from bachelor theses, master theses, doctoral dissertations, and conference abstract papers within the Language field of study. The finding showed the different frequency of occurrence the FPP I among the Chinese authors’ academic writing. The Chinese authors employed more of the FPP I when they were using English. Unlikely, they avoided using it when they were using Chinese. The Chinese authors would prefer to show modesty and politeness when writing in their native language.

The aforementioned research suggested that analysis of the FPPs to construct authorial identity in tourism RAs received very little concern from the researchers. Tourism RAs were rarely employed as the data to represent soft science, let alone collected it as the main data or a corpus. Tourism had been acknowledged as a field of science for many years. There were many tourism RAs published by leading international journals. Moreover, tourism had a wide range of topics and interests such as sustainable tourism, cultural tourism, the marketing of tourism to name a few. Consequently, current research focused on analysing the FPPs in the tourism field of study diachronically. The research attempted to investigate three research problems. First, investigate
the types of authorial identity in tourism RAs. Second, investigate the functions of authorial identity in tourism RAs. Third, since it was diachronic research, it was essential to investigate whether or not the use of the FPPs was generally increasing or decreasing in tourism RAs. Subsequently, this study contributed new insights on linguistics aspects especially the FPPs in tourism RAs for future researchers, tourism research authors, and also research advisors.

METHOD
The mixed-method was employed in current research. Dörnyei (2007, 163) explained a mixed method as the collection and analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data in a single research. Creswell (2014, 117) asserted that mixed method must involve both numeric and text data and analysis. The quantitative part of this research was the data derived from a computerised corpus where the corpus tool calculated the concordance and frequency of results automatically. Moreover, there were also normalisation and correlation calculations in this research. The results that were retrieved from the corpus tool, normalisation number, and correlation required further interpretation. Thus, the qualitative part was required when explaining the types and functions of the types of authorial identity that occurred in tourism RAs. Accordingly, this research could only be conducted correctly by combining both quantitative and qualitative approaches.

The data collection began by obtaining tourism RAs from five open access journals (OA) published by Elsevier from the year 2015 to 2020. Elsevier was a prominent publisher with above 250,000 journal articles per year (Vázquez 2015). Thus, Elsevier was selected because it had a substantial amount of journal articles that would guarantee the availability and variety of data. The five OAs that employed in this research were Annals of Tourism Research, Tourism Management, Tourism Management Perspectives, Journal of Destination Marketing & Management, and Journal of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism. There were 80 tourism RAs downloaded from the aforementioned OAs. They were divided into five corpora based on their respective year. Then, tourism RAs were converted into plain text file format using AntFileConverter software. This process was required because AntConc, the main corpus software in this research, processed the inputted data in plain text file format.

The FPP 1 and the FPP we were retrieved respectively from AntConc concordance where the results were displayed in the AntConc software. However, instead of relying fully on the automatic raw results from the software, careful selections of the relevant FPPs were necessary to achieve accurate results. There were two types of irrelevant results that were eliminated. The elimination was conducted after reading the context of the FPPs in the AntConc concordance. They were the FPPs that appeared from the authors’ research acknowledgment section and the FPPs that retrieved from the data employed by the authors such as travel stories, blog stories, travel diary, and interview transcription. The total numbers of FPPs from this selection was normalised. Normalisation was highly required because the total tokens were different in each corpus. These results in the form numbers were interpreted further to explain about the types and functions of the authorial identity. The following process was calculating the correlation between tourism RAs and the normalised number.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There were three subsections in this research. The first subsection discussed the types of authorial identity in tourism RAs. The second subsection discussed the functions of authorial identity in tourism RAs. The third discussed the correlation between the years and normalisation numbers.
The Types of Authorial Identity in Tourism RAs

The FPPs distributions in the corpora were accessed separately. AntConc software allowed its users to retrieve only one word in each session. Subsequently, the FPP I was searched in the concordance and then followed by the FPP we. The tabulation of distributions of the FPPs was presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normalised Number</td>
<td>41.67</td>
<td>76.78</td>
<td>99.06</td>
<td>170.23</td>
<td>124.93</td>
<td>160.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The normalisation of the FPPs distributions should be further interpreted. In the corpus of 2015, there were four types of authorial identity constructed by the authors of tourism RAs. They were the architect, the recounter, the opinion holder, and the originator. There was zero distribution of the FPP I. In this year, only the FPP we were employed. The types of the authorial identity of the FPP we were presented respectively as examples 1-4.

1. We examine the stories in travel blogs with the aim [...] (Annals of Tourism Research)
2. We did follow-up interviews and participant observations. (Tourism Management)
3. We believe the present study is one of strong candidates [...] (Tourism Management)
4. We found fewer references to positive emotions in the stories [...] (Annals of Tourism Research)

In example (1), the FPP we was the architect by mentioning the examination they did on the stories in travel blogs. In example (2), the FPP we was the recounter by recounting the follow-up interviews and participants’ observations that had been conducted. In example (3), the FPP we was the opinion holder by stating personal belief of their study. In example (4), the FPP we was the originator by conveying the research finding.

In the corpus of 2016, there were five types of authorial identity constructed by the authors of tourism RAs. They were the guide, the architect, the recounter, the opinion holder, and the originator. Like the corpus of 2015, there was zero distribution of the FPP I in the corpus of 2016. Similarly, only the FPP we were employed. The types of the authorial identity of the FPP we were presented respectively as examples 5-9.

5. We see around us can be considered as a potential [...] (Tourism Management)
6. We propose a new conceptualisation of destinations [...] (Tourism Management)
7. We adopted the FCM-FD algorithm as a method able to [...] (Tourism Management)
8. We look at the use of CHAID as a segmentation [...] (Journal Destination & Marketing Management)
9. We make a novel contribution to the literature by integrating [...] (Tourism Management)

In example (5), the FPP we was the guide by acting as the informer to the readers. In example (6), the FPP we was the architect by mentioning what they propose in their research. In example (7), the FPP we was the recounter by recounting FCM-FD algorithm that they adopted. In example (8), the FPP we was the opinion holder by stating their understanding toward ethnicity as a socio-historical construction. In example (9), the FPP we was the originator by claiming that they made a novel contribution to the literature.

In the corpus of 2017, there were five types of authorial identity constructed by the authors of tourism RAs. They were the architect, the recounter, the opinion holder, and the originator. Unlike 2015 and 2016 corpora, both the FPPs I and we were employed. The type of authorial identity I was presented as example 10.
(10) I call it differentiation, since it separates a paradox into [...] (Tourism Management)
In example (10), the FPP I was the opinion holder by stating the author’s point of view.

Furthermore, the types of the authorial identity of the FPP we were presented respectively as examples 11-14.
(11) we attempt to predict travellers’ attitudes toward a tourist attraction [...] (Tourism Management)
(12) we have presented a method for analysing seasonality in the [...] (Journal of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism)
(13) We argue that authenticity can therefore be constituted through people’s relationship [...] (Annals of Tourism Research)
(14) We could also declare them unresolvable and move on. (Tourism Management)
In example (11), the FPP we was the architect by mentioning they were attempting to predict the travellers’ attitude. In example (12), the FPP we was the recounter by recounting that they had been presented a method for analysing seasonality. In example (13), the FPP we was the opinion holder by stating their argument on authenticity. In example (14), the FPP we was the originator by conveying a declaration in their research.

In the corpus of 2018, there were five types of authorial identity constructed by the authors of tourism RAs. They were the representative, the architect, the recounter, the opinion holder, and the originator. Likewise the corpus of 2017, both the FPPs I and we were employed. Nevertheless, the FPP I were more varied than the previous corpus. The types of the authorial identity of the FPP I were presented respectively as examples 15-17.
(15) I read a recently submitted evaluation form. (Tourism Management Perspectives)
(16) I organised the collected data in a way that reflects [...] (Tourism Management Perspectives)
(17) I do not suggest that guides should hold back from [...] (Tourism Management Perspectives)
In example [15], the FPP I was the architect by mentioning the reading of the submitted evaluation form. In example [16], the FPP I was the recounter by recounting that they had been organized the collected data. In example [17], the FPP I as the opinion holder was conducted by conveying judgement.

Additionally, the types of the authorial identity of the FPP we were presented respectively as examples 18-22.
(18) We know from previous research that social structural variables are (Journal of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism)
(19) we show results for two models with alternative specifications of [...] (Journal of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism)
(20) we tested the following hypotheses in our study. (Annals of Tourism Research)
(21) We will thus argue that only the qualitative approach could [...] (Tourism Management)
(22) We produced a novel, complete and consistent dataset describing the [...] (Tourism Management)
In example (18), the FPP we as the representative by pointing out they and the reader shared common knowledge on the previous research. In example (19), the FPP we was the architect by mentioning that they showed the results for two models. In example (20), the FPP we was the recounter by recounting they had been tested the hypotheses of their study. In example (21), the FPP we was the opinion holder by stating their argument on the qualitative approach. In example (22), the FPP we was the originator by conveying that they produced a novel in their research.
In the corpus of 2019, there were four types of authorial identity constructed by the authors of tourism RAs. They were the architect, the recounter, the opinion holder, and the originator. Similar to 2018 and 2019 corpora, the FPPs I and we were employed. The types of the authorial identity of the FPP I were presented respectively as examples 23-24.

(23) I investigate how Norwegian Caucasian midlife single women think and [...] (Annals of Tourism Research)

(24) I coded the transcripts several times, seeking to make comparisons [...] (Annals of Tourism Research)

In example [23], the FPP I was the architect by mentioning that they investigated single female Norwegian Caucasian midlife tourists. In example [24], the FPP I as the recounter by recounting they had been coded the transcripts of their research.

Then, the types of the authorial identity of the FPP we were presented respectively as examples 25-28.

(25) we conceptualise accessibility in tourism, because previously the focus has [...] (Annals of Tourism Research)

(26) we used the National Survey of Household Income and Expenditures (Annals of Tourism Research)

(27) we are certain that the findings obtained offer a clear [...] (Annals of Tourism Research)

(28) we found that the expected tourist participation rate and tour (Tourism Management)

In example (25), the FPP we was the architect by mentioning conceptualisation of the accessibility in tourism. In example (26), the FPP we was the recounter by recounting they had been employed the National Survey of Household Income and Expenditures in their research. In example (27), the FPP we was the opinion holder by stating their certainty of the finding. In example (28), the FPP we was originator by conveying the research finding.

In the corpus of 2020, there were four types of authorial identity constructed by the authors of tourism RAs. They were the architect, the recounter, the opinion holder, and the originator. Similar to 2015 and 2016 corpora, there was zero distribution of the FPP I in 2020. Similarly, only the FPP we were employed. The types of the authorial identity of the FPP we were presented respectively as examples 29-32.

(29) We present the first application of unique mobile phone network data to evaluate (Tourism Management)

(30) We started our analysis for a period of two years [...] (Tourism Management Perspectives)

(31) we argue that online research on experience value should recognize [...] (Tourism Management Perspectives)

(32) we found that halal-tourism-related tweets about non-Muslim countries outnumber those [...] (Tourism Management Perspectives)

In example [29], the FPP we was the architect by mentioning that they presented unique mobile phone network data. In example (30), the FPP we was the recounter by recounting they had been started their analysis for a period of two years. In example (31), the FPP we was the opinion holder by stating their argument on online research on experience value. In example (32), the FPP we was the opinion holder by conveying the finding of their research.

The Functions of Authorial Identity in Tourism RAs

Myers (2001, 64 in Hewings 2001) asserted that it was an obligation for the British students majoring humanities and social science to writer personal argument the British students' otherwise it would impact their marks. The authors of tourism RAs did not have the obligation
to get high marks. Therefore, the function of the FPPs here was to show the authors’ trustworthiness of their knowledge. The authors of RAs focused on their papers to be accepted by the journal editors and also the readers. Thus, to be trustworthy was required. Besides, Paltridge & Starfield (2007, 13) argued that FPPs was the key to construct authorial identity, however, the second-language authors might felt difficulty to do it because they were often required to avoid it. The author of tourism RAs were advanced writers. They were mostly university lecturers, researchers, or PhD students although many of them were English as Second Language (ESL) and English as Foreign Language (EFL) countries. For native English speakers, writing in academic papers also required years to practice. The authors’ writing experiences made them capable to construct the identity. Thus, the function here was to show the writers’ experience and capability.

Wallwork (2011, 115-16) explained FPP was legitimised in the research method but the authors could not use it to show the thinking processes. The authors of tourism RAs employed the FPPs for both activities. Thus, the function was to show the contributions such as the establishment of the method as well as the finding and the novelty of the research. Besides, the function was to show self-importance by mentioning the thinking process, personal belief, giving the point of view, and stating agreement and disagreement. Furthermore, Swales & Feak (2012, 12) asserted that the FPPs were mostly employed in hard science. On the other hand, Hyland (2001, 214) research employed data from hard science and soft science; nevertheless, tourism was not included. Tourism belonged to humanities science. It signified the use of the FPPs was not limited only in hard science. Thus, the function here was to show the importance of the authors’ discipline.

McCrostie (2008, 104-106) identified that Japanese first-year university students employed the FPPs as an interpersonal device. The authors of tourism RAs also employed the FPPs as a social device to show openness to the readers. Zareva (2013, 78-81) discovered that the FPPs were constructed as the authorial identity consciously in the writing activity and less consciously in the spoken activity. Tourism RAs was in the form of writing; therefore, the types of authorial identity were constructed consciously. Hence, the function was to show the authors’ awareness of their constructed identity. Besides, Leedham & Fernandez-Parra (2017, 71-73), Taylor & Goodall (2019, 141), and Cheng (2020, 9-10) analysed the FPPs and the relation to social and rhetorical functions. Their research suggested that the FPPs were influenced by the authors’ social culture. Tourism RAs in this research were mostly co-authored. Thus, they employed the FPP we. Nevertheless, single-authored RAs were also employing the FPP we. Thus, the function was to show self-effacement.

The Correlation Calculation
The following process was calculating process of the correlation between the year of tourism RAs and the normalised number. The tabulation of correlation was presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normalised Numbers</td>
<td>41.67</td>
<td>76.78</td>
<td>99.06</td>
<td>170.23</td>
<td>124.93</td>
<td>160.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The correlation result was 0.87. It indicated there was a strong positive correlation between the year and the normalised numbers of Tourism RAs. This strong positive correlation showed that the use of FPPs was increased in each year.

**CONCLUSION**

The authors of tourism RAs legitimised the use of FPPs. In this research, the findings indicated that the authors of tourism RAs authors employed the FPPs I and we to construct six types of authorial identity. There were three types of authorial identity constructed by the FPP I. They were I as the architect, I as the recounter, and I the opinion holder. Meanwhile, there were six types of authorial identity constructed by the FPP we. They were we as the representative, we as the guide, we as the architect, we as the recounter, we as the opinion holder, and we as the originator. These constructed types of authorial identity had at least functions that related to the authors, the discipline, and the readers. For the authors of tourism RAs, the functions of the authorial identity were to show the authors' trustworthiness of their knowledge, the writers' experience and capability, the contributions to the research, self-importance, awareness, and self-effacement. For the tourism discipline, the function of the authorial identity was to show the importance of the authors' discipline. For the readers, the function of the authorial identity was to show the openness to the readers. The correlation result was 0.87. It indicated there was a strong positive correlation between the year and the normalised numbers of Tourism RAs. This strong positive correlation showed the use of FPPs was increased in each year.
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